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Targeted Distribution
Derbyshire’s largest-circulation lifestyle magazine »» 30k Readership
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Introduction
Reflections, established in 1992, is Derbyshire’s largest-circulation, targeted lifestyle magazine.
It is delivered free through around 20,000 letterboxes throughout Chesterfield, Dronfield,
Matlock, Bakewell, Wirksworth and surrounding areas. It is also available from over
100 key outlets throughout the area.

Editorial Focus
Reflections’ editorial focuses on local
features written by our skilled, county-loving
writers on a variety of subjects including
local history and local personalities, the
work of artists, photographers and artisans,
walks, dining out, competitions and a
comprehensive ‘What’s On’ guide. We firmly
believe that Reflections is the local magazine
people most like to read. Indeed, we have
proof in the shape of aficionados who are
proud to say that they have accumulated a
library of editions since it began in 1992!

Reflections offers you integrated
marketing opportunites, see page 10

To advertise call 01246 550488

Visit our website at www.reflections-magazine.com
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Advertising
As a small, independent publisher we believe in offering a personal, no-pressure service to
our customers. We do not believe in selling ‘white space’ in offering a true marketing service
which has worked for our advertisers for a quarter of a century.

Print Rate Card
Based on 19,000 circulation.
Number of insertions per annum/
cost per insertion (excl. VAT).
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4-Colour

1x

3x

6x

9x

12x

Double Page
Spread

1000

980

960

940

920

Full page

625

600

575

550

525

Half Page

350

325

300

280

265

Quarter Page

195

170

160

150

140

Eight Page

100

90

85

80

75

Sixteenth
Page

60

55

50

45

40

Half Page Portrait

Double Page Spread

Half Page
Landscape

Full Page

Quarter
Page

Eight
Page
Sixteenth
Page

Get Yourself

Noticed
To advertise call 01246 550488

Visit our website at www.reflections-magazine.com
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Design
Our designers are fully qualified and have long-standing
commercial experience in the advertising and graphic
design sectors. They understand customers’ needs and are
always happy to discuss their requirements with them.
They are able to interpret sales messages into advertisements
that have the power to persuade.

Stand

Out

Creative Service
Great design grows business. It helps you
stand out, draws the eye of your customers
and shapes brand perceptions. It calls for
clear understanding, creative thinking and
talented graphic designers who love the
power of strong creative design. We will help
you to evolve your brand and grow your
business by delivering bespoke design that
engages your audience and promotes your
product or service with maximum impact.

Our skill and creativity in designed
communication will create a uniqueness
that makes you truly stand out from your
competition. We provide real impact for you
and your business, enhancing your results.
Every one of our clients can benefit
from outstanding design solutions that
speak volumes, inspire and motivate,
turning advertisements into sales.

See examples of advertorials and adverts opposite
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LOCAL BUSINESS

LOCAL BUSINESS

Bathroom Bliss!
The recent showroom extension at Leonide Interiors has put this
progressive and dynamic company in a class of its own and created
what can, quite literally, be described as ‘Bathroom Bliss’.

W

ITH 12 new stunning and
innovative designs from
Ambiance Bain, Pelipal,
Dansani, Bagno Design
and Geberit to complement the alreadyexisting and constantly-changing expansive
showroom, Leonide’s bathroom and
shower offering is now second-to-none.
Delivering stunning collections at the
forefront of contemporary chic, Leonide
is very much at the pulse of cutting-edge
technology and innovation, displaying the
finest products from all over the world.
Beautifully presented with large format
cementitious porcelain Italian tiles and
ubiquitously-sourced technical natural
stone products, some of the displays allow
the imagination to run wild. The mindblowingly realistic 3D floors are quite
simply something to behold! The flooring
incorporates angled images along with
multiple translucent layers to achieve the
incredible 3D effect. The result? Plants,
animals, fish, coral, and even waves that
look like they’re popping up from below!

Many of the displays boast PIR sensors
which turn on the LED lighting and taps
as soon as you walk in the bathroom.
Exquisite brushed stainless steel and
brushed nickel taps, shower valves and
flush plates are also very much in vogue
at the moment as is the addition of colour
pizzazz with grey or vanilla grey.

GREY IS THE COLOUR!

“Grey is very much ‘in’ at the moment,”
says Leonide’s owner Paul Pearson.
“Some customers come in with a clear
intention of selecting traditional bathroom
colours such as beige or black and
white, and very often end up choosing
a more contemporary grey option.”
Innovative pre-formed tile backer
board systems offer the perfect substrate
for tiles and render finishes for walls
and floors, and have been harnessed by
Leonide Interiors to create five-star wet
rooms. A rain-effect waterfall shower is
the perfect complement for such rooms.
This beautiful, futuristic shower head

“Grey is very much ‘in’ at
the moment,” says Leonide’s
owner Paul Pearson.
offers a luxurious rain-effect flow and
is controlled using a concealed shower
valve for a unique, relaxing experience.

TRANSLUCENT STONE
CREATES MAGIC!

Recently, an alternative approach to
stone has developed for bathrooms
that take advantage of some stones’
translucent abilities. Onyx and
alabaster allow light to travel through
them, providing the opportunity for a
countertop or sink to literally shine.
The potential for using onyx is
demonstrated by Leonide Interiors. Lights
set under the counter and sink provide a
soft glow that warms the space and creates
a unique style. The special lighting can
be connected to the standard bathroom
lights so that they come on automatically,
or they can have their own switch.
In addition to sourcing marble from
all over the world, Paul’s attentions are
gradually being diverted to locating onyx
and alabaster. For customers who want a
bathroom that stands out from the ordinary,
a vessel sink in a beautiful translucent stone
certainly presents a tantalising option.

THE ONLY LIMITATION
IS THE IMAGINATION!

Your vision can certainly be translated into
reality at Leonide Interiors. Customers
are encouraged to experiment with their
palette and be inspired. Copper baths
and basins offer a uniquely-stunning
alternative to other more mainstream
alternatives. With over 70 finishes available
from verdigris to lustrous gold, and a
kaleidoscope of enamel colours to choose
from, dreams really can come true. Each
and every bath and sink is meticulously
hand-finished by master craftsmen to meet
customers’ exact specifications and provide
a perfect and original final product.
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ALLURING, BOLD
VERTICAL RADIATORS

Anthracite vertical radiators are part
of the exclusive designer range of
column radiators available at Leonide
Interiors. They add a bold, masculine
sophistication to any bathroom space with
the powdered anthracite finish adorning
the vertical radiators in chic allure.

ULTRA-STYLISH DISABLEDFRIENDLY BATHROOMS

Disabled-friendly bathrooms don’t have to
compromise on style. This is emphatically
the view of Paul and Yana Pearson and the
rest of the staff at Leonide Interiors. The
combination of high-end quality products
complemented with innovative design
has created a new internal benchmark for
what a disabled bathroom should look like.
The generic wording ‘disabled bathroom’
actually seems very much out of place here.

BESPOKE BATHROOMS
FOR ALL PREFERENCES

At Leonide Interiors, it is recognised
that everyone has different needs and
the professional staff are committed to
Visit our website at www.reflections-magazine.com

working with each client, irrespective
of design requirements or budget
constraints, to create a bathroom
solution that exceeds all expectations.
With ample, dedicated customer parking,
the Leonide Interiors showroom is easily
accessible. The atmosphere is relaxed
and customers can browse in comfort at
their leisure. There are no pushy sales
people, just honest and knowledgeable
advisors. The products are competitively
priced and every conceivable taste,
requirement, preference and budget
can be readily catered for. MS
Why not pay a visit and find out more?

Welcoming Claire Moore
formerly of Ultimate Bathrooms.

Leonide Interiors, Spa Lane,
Chesterfield, S41 7UX
Tel: 01246 237744
Mob: 07746 720071
Email: info@leonideinteriors.co.uk
www.leonideinteriors.co.uk
35 Reflections April 2017
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Distribution
Our approach to distribution is unique
and we believe it puts us head and
shoulders above all our competitors.
We have used the tax-banding
system developed by central and
local authorities.

Target Audience
This means we reach readers who inhabit homes from
the D-H tax bands, from moderate value to the highestpossible priced - even Chatsworth House receives one!
In addition, Reflections is available from over 100
key outlets throughout the area - tourist information
offices, libraries, etc – and by postal subscription.

The magazine is also accessible to view online,
and, with over 10,000 hits per month, every
advertising message is digitally reinforced to
compliment the impact of the printed version.
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Derbyshire

HIGH PEAK

Unstone
Whittington
CHESTERFIELD
Stoney Calver
Barlow
Middleton
Brookside Staveley
Brimington
Brampton
Baslow
Walton
Hassop
Somersall
AshfordChatsworth
BOLSOVER
Holymoorside
in-the
Edensor
-Water BAKEWELL
Beeley
Wingerworth
Over
Nether
Monyash Haddon Haddon
Clay Cross
Youlgreave
Darley
Ashover
Dale
Birchover
THE
South Darley
DERBYSHIRE
DALES

MATLOCK
Cromford
Wirksworth

AMBER VALLEY

DERBY

SOUTH
DERBYSHIRE

Postcodes & Bands
Coding

Districts

Totals

D

E

F

G

H

DE4 2

Darley Dale inc. Stanton in Peak, Rowsley, Heeley, Elton, Pikewell

1767

788

525

273

169

12

DE4 3

Matlock inc. Matllock Bath, Cromford

1448

828

361

199

51

9

DE4 4

Wirksworth inc. Carsington, Brassington, Allwark Callow

1048

521

344

123

58

2

DE4 5

Tansley inc. Crich, Lee, Holloway, Flash Dam

606

234

169

136

66

1

DE45 1

Bakewell inc. Ashford-in-the-water, Baslow, Middleton, Monyash

2038

615

734

442

483

34

S18 5

Unstone stretching to Barlow/Holmesfield/Dronfield Woodhouse

1838

742

655

253

164

24

S30 1

Stoney Middleton inc. Grindleford, Hatherdsage, Eyam, Curbar

2

-

-

-

2

-

S40 1

Chesterfield Town

67

42

25

-

-

-

S40 2

Brampton and Birdholme

183

159

20

3

1

-

S40 3

Boythorpe and Brookside

1588

836

440

2015

102

5

S40 4

Loundsley Green

717

403

228

73

11

2

S41 0

Town stretching to Hasland

541

419

81

29

10

2

S41 7

Stonegravels

211

150

41

11

7

2

S41 8

Newbold

432

258

151

13

8

2

S41 9

Whittington

189

90

61

22

13

3

S42 5

Grassmoor, North Wingfield and Holmewood

269

203

45

15

5

1

S42 6

Wingerworth inc. Old Tupton, Alton, Northedge

1438

783

420

161

71

3

S42 7

Holymooreside inc, Old Brampton, Wigley, Cutthorpe

1309

465

420

240

178

6

S43 1

Brimington

255

216

22

5

9

3

S43 2

Barrow Hill

152

104

34

9

4

1

S43 3

Staveley

146

95

30

11

8

2

S45 0

Ashover inc. Butterley, Uppertown, Stonedge

465

62

106

129

156

12

S45 9

Clay Cross

233

155

45

12

20

1

*Other

1900

-

-

-

-

-

TOTALS

19112

8168

4957

2364

1596

127

Get Yourself

Noticed
*Subscriptions, newsagents and other key outlets

To advertise call 01246 550488

Visit our website at www.reflections-magazine.com
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Digital
In this digital age, more and more people are turning to
the internet and social media for their information.

Website & Social Media

On the

Web
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Not only are Reflections’ readers able
to access the full digital issue each
month for free but we also provide blogs,
daily ‘What’s On’ and picture updates
and online competitions. Readers can

access more features online including
back issues of Reflections and exclusive
online content. Each year our online
presence is growing and more people are
choosing to join us online each month.

Our online presence attracts readers outside the county and far beyond!

Testimonials
What our advertisers say...
“We have used Reflections magazine as an advertising vehicle ever since we
opened our unique and original jewellery shop some 5 years ago. We have found
that the advertising within our favourite publication always provides extremely
favourable response levels. The staff are most obliging, ever willing to take
relevant photographs and offer the time necessary to produce stunning designs.”
Laura Jo, owner of Adorn Jewellers

“I have used Reflections magazine to promote T Nutt & Sons for over
15 years. The dedication of all the staff, and their genial and affable
nature is most praiseworthy. I continually recommend this excellentlyproduced publication to business associates and colleagues.”
David Nutt, Managing Director, T Nutt & Sons

“I only use one magazine locally, in which to advertise my business. The
sales approach at Reflections magazine is completely non-pressure,
with the emphasis on providing a genuine service; they do not sell
white space; they provide a holistic marketing service. The staff care
whole-heartedly and passionately about my business, and this reflects
in the superb feedback, which I receive from my adverts.”

“I use Reflections magazine to promote my business, because I am always
confident that the message which I am trying to convey will be effectively
translated into an advert or advertorial. I can provide the staff at Reflections with
the basic ingredients, and they will articulately and creatively ‘bake the cake’!”
Paul Willis, Ferndale House Dental Practice

“We use Reflections magazine every month to promote our business. The targeted
distribution, the exemplary personal service, the excellent response levels
and the conscientious nature of the staff are instrumental in this decision.”
Jane and Nick Hill, owners of Scenic Flooring

“Reflections magazine is our preferred choice for advertising locally. With
the quality of our advertising significantly dependent on photographic
content, we believe that the service we receive from this excellent publication,
both from a photographic and creative standpoint is second to none. It’s
nice to deal with a company, which is prepared to ‘go the extra mile’”
Dave and Suzanne Stone, Dave Stone Design

“I am an advertising agency for numerous clients in the Chesterfield area.
Most of these clients have committed to regular advertising within Reflections
magazine. Their choice has normally been determined by a number of important
factors, such as the finely-tuned distribution, the quality of editorial content,
the unrivalled personal service, the meticulous attention to detail and the
superb response levels. I enjoy dealing with this company, as they are service
orientated, and will push the boundaries to ensure that their clients receive
the best possible chance of success from their advertising campaigns.”
Sean Gallagher, owner of Gallagher Design

Tony Astle, owner of Express Movers

“Both my predecessor and I have been totally committed to marketing
within Reflections magazine. Whenever we require professional
photographs and journalistic input the staff are only too happy to oblige,
and the standard of their work is excellent. We take the back page
every month without fail, and the response levels are very good.”
Helen Dimmick, Managing Director, Green + Benz

To advertise call 01246 550488

Visit our website at www.reflections-magazine.com

“I view my long and harmonious relationship with Reflections magazine as
a partnership. We work together to ensure that Stoneacre receives the best
possible response levels from its marketing campaigns. The standard of
editorial within this publication is first class; the historical and contemporary
features, complemented by superb professional photography ensure that
the magazine is reader-friendly and well received. The distribution mirrors
our target market, and with nearly 20,000 copies delivered every month, we
always feel confident that the response levels match our expectations.”
Cyrus Hulme, Marketing Manager, Stoneacre
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Contact Details
Advertising
Mike Snow
Sales Manager
T: 01246 550488
E: mikes@bannisterpublications.co.uk

Editorial
Barrie Farnsworth
Editor
T: 01246 550488
E: barrief@bannisterpublications.co.uk

Accounts & Distribution
Jenny Kelly
Accountant
T: 01246 550488
E: jennyk@bannisterpublications.co.uk
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